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BOOK REVIEWS

funct,ion of a function. This is much the same mat,erial as in Wilde
and Beightler [l], and is good preparation for reading current
journals. The Appendix summarizes Stocker’s tests [a] of five
nonlinearprogramming codes. The reports of numerical tests are
much less extensive than t.hose of Kowalik and Osborne [3]. It is
unfortunate that, perhaps due to a publicat.ion deadline, Beveridge
and Schecht.er did not reference Koaalik and Osborne.
Part I1 of the book by Beveridge and Schecht,er exceeds in length
theentiretext
(469 pages) of the book by Wilde and Beightler
[l]. This is partly due to the Beveridge and Schecter practice of
elaborating the obvious. For example, we read on p. 103 the following:
“A function can be represented in severalwags. In general,
the dependent. variable is expressed in terms of the independent
variables, y(z) being said to be a function of 5 , deiined in some
region, if we have any rule which allows us to determine y for
any set of z in the region. Any analysis of the function is then

carried out by examining this expression.”
On p. 105, we read the folloxing:
“Although higher-dimensional systems cannot be represented
geometrically, it is convenient t o discuss and visualize the objective function as a geometric surface-a practice which seems to
be deriwd from the work of statisticians. This lends a considerable
simplification t o the concepts, even if the mathematical labor in
optimizat.ion is not diminished, and allowsone to discuss the
scaling of mountains or the descent into valleys,even if these
are in an n-dimensional terrain. I n general, within this text., most
procedures will be illustrated by a simplifiedgeometric represent.at.ionto indicate the significant features.”

For each new idea, there is excessive preamble and excessive recapitulation.
The length of Part I1 is also due t.0 a commendable concern with
details when a t last the authors describe mathematical techniques.
For example, in Section 3.2.2, which develops t.he necessary conditions for an extremum subject to constraints, the authors do not
hesitatetoaidthe
reader by writing out each argument. of t,he
Jacobian in long equations involving summations of Jacobian
determinants. There is even an Appendix on t,he properties of determinants and Cramer’s rule.
Part 111 (133 pages), titled “Optimization in Practice,” concmm
the difficulty of optimizing systems of high dimension, systems wit.h
some states unknown, and systems in which an opponent controls
certain variables. Here the authors treatoptimization in thecontext
of corporate decision making. For example, a company considers
the profitability of producing phenol. Four chemical procesm for
producing phenol are considered. For each process the cost and
availabilit,y of rawmaterials and t,he market for by-products are
assessed. For each process the profit per ton of phenol is computed
based on the following assumpt.ions: 1) all by-products are sold;
and 2) no by-products are sold. For each process the required
of return on investment
capital investmentis &mated and the rate
is estimated based on hypothesis 1 ) or 2).
The aut.how are generous in assisting the reader with numerical
examples and problems. There are approximat.ely 547 references, of
which many are from journals of chemical engineering, industrial
engineering, management science, and operations rsearch. A p
proximately 86 percent of these references were published in 1965
or earlier.
I recommend the book as an introduct,ory text in opt.imization for
college seniors or first yeargraduat.est,udents
of chemical engineering. Many chapt.ers would be good supplement.al reading in a
course in business administration or industrial engineering.
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This book is Volume 14 in t.he McGraw-Hill Inter-University
Electronics Series. Consistent with the format of other volumes in
this series, the book is built. up from a number of chapters mitten
by different authors, each of whom is an acknowledged expert on t.he
topic of his chapter. The editor, J. B. Cruz, wrote Chapters 1, 3, and
6. W. R. Perkins is responsible for Chapter 2; P. IT.
Kokotovii.
authored Chapter 4; E. Kreindler wrote Chapter 5, while Chapters
7 and 8 originate from I. W . Sandberg and P. E. Sarachik, respectively.
It is gratifying to note a revival of interest in feedback theory
among control theoreticians. Duringthe optimalcontroldecade
(1960-1970) the overriding importance of feedback in control was
all too often lost from view. It is significant that the last. book on
control published in the United States before the present book that
cont,ains t.heword “feedback” in its title seems to be Horowitz’s
Synthesis of Feedback Systems [l],which appeared in 1963. Of course,
interest. in feedback theory never completely died, and the present
book describes the developments t,hat.are current,ly taking place.
The prerequisites for being able to profit. from t.he book are not
explicitly st.ated, but they seem to consist, of an acquaintance with
the state-space approach to continuous-time system t,heory and the
principalresults of opt.imal controltheory,toget,herwith
the appropriatemathenlatical background. The most. important results
that areneeded are dequat.elysummarized in all instances.
Chapter 1, which i s very brief, sets the st,age. The quest.ion “Why
use feedback?”is answered bystatingthatitmay
serve: 1) to
stabilize an unstable system; 2) to reduce sensitivity t.0 parameter
variations and noise, as well as to decrease nonlinear distort.ion;
or 3) to maintainoptimalitg.
Chapter 2 is devoted to a presentation of sensitivity analysis. The
clear distinct.ion that is made between various types of sensitivity
analysis is very welcome indeed. First, comparison. sensilicity analysis
is introduced (Bode’s familiar approach [Z],such as generalized to
the multivariable case and reinterpreted by Cruz and Perkins
131 ). More suited to the time
domain approach dominant in the
optimal control era is the concept of trajectory sennsitivity, which is
next discussed. In this approach the changes in t,he systemtrajectories due to (small) parameter changes are analyzed. The great
benefit of the “sensitivity model” is very clearly pointed out. The
fact that. performancesensitivity is not mentioned in this chapter,
but. is introduced only in Chapter 5, points to an inherent weakness
of books such as t.his, caused by thenear impossibility of coordinating
the efforts of six different authors. This weakness is even more
poignantlybrought out by the fact that
Frkchetderivatives are
mentioned and used in this chapter 220 pages before t.he definit,ion
of such a derivat.ive in Chapter 8. However, the reader is alerted on
page 57 to a possible necesity for him to consult, Chapter 8.
The subject of Chapter 3 is the effect of feedback on signal distortion in nonlinear systems. Because reduction of signal distortion
may be a prime reason for introducing feedback, the inclusion of this
chapter is very appropriate. The beneficial effect. of feedback on
signal distortion is first extensively demonstratedby means of a
nondpamic example. That. for extension of t.he results t,o dynamic
feedback systems functional analysis is required does not come as a
surprise; once again the fact t.hat, functional analysis is not treated
until Chapter 8 strikes the reader as an imperfection. The derived
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results can also be applied to multivariablefeedbacksystems,
variable linear systems. By way of example, the theory is applied to
as is elaborated upon in a subsequent sect,ion. The chapter closes one or two simple elect.ric circuits.
with the conclusion that thecapacit.y of a feedback systemto reduce
Chapter 8, concerned with applications of functional analysis to
signal distortion is directly in proportion
to its capacity to reduce nonlinear control systemswith unknown plants, begins with t.he
sensitivity to disturbances and parametervariations.
long-awaited introduction to functional analysis. This introduction
is concise, neat, and adequate for the purposes of the book. Not
Chapter 4 is headed “Feedback Design of Large Linear Systems.“
This title promises a presentation of met.hods for designing linearaltogether
standard is asurvey of five methods for the iterative
feedback s y s t e m with specified properties. I n fact, the chapter deals solution of nonlinear functional equations: cont.raction mapping;
wit.h certainapproximation methods for solving high-dimensional generalized Newton methods: steepest descent; Davidon’s method;
Riccati equat,ions. The author int.roduces his contribution as follows: and theconjugate gradient method.The authorcontinues by showing
that t.hese methodscan be applied to various types of optimal
“ . ‘ . the theory of opt.ima1linear systems withquadratic performance
indices, or, briefly, linear-quadrat.ic theory, has become the main tool control problems. The chapter, and with this the book, concludes
for feedback design of linear dynamic systems . . .. By using the with adescription of how the method can be applied to control
formalism of t.he linear quadratic theory, every design problem is systems with unknown plants. It is suggested that the differential of
eventually reduced tothe solution of a matrix Riccati equation the plant. operatorshould be obtained by successive e.xperimentat.ion.
. . .’’ (p. 99). The author then proceeds to introduce two approxi- The reviewer doubtsthe feasibility of this scheme asit is very
mation methods for solving linear-quadratic problems. Although the unlikely that in any practicalsituat,ion the protracted, repetitive
revien-er can go a long way with the author in his conviction that experimenting period that. is required would be acceptable, even if
linear-quadratic theory is a great advance in linear cont.ro1 theory, optimality i s the reward.
In conclusion, it is only fair to state that the book lives up to its
it. would be a mistake to think that all difficulties have been overintention of “providingtimely and comprehensive coverage t.hat
come. The author’s otherwise very competent contribution
in the
present, chapt.er is to show that often a ”small” parameter can be stresses general principles, and integrates n e m r developments into
identified in a control problem. The solut.ion of a linear-quadrat.ic
the overall picture,” such as is claimed in the Foreword. The book
optimization problem then can be obtained by a suitable series ex- brings together material that has been available in the literature
pansion in this parameter. Impressive savings of computing effort. only in scat.tered form. It does a good job in unifying terminology
can be obtained. It would have been very valuable if this chapt,er and standardizing some of the notions. Its weaknesses mainly derive
slight. (butnot serious)lack of
had oflered advice on how to design a feedback system such as to from its multipleauthoEhip-a
coordination beheen the variouschapters, and atendency v d h
achieve a specified decrease of sensitivity to parameters variations
and noise, or a specified distortion reduct.ion.
one or two of the aut.hors to insist on their o m pet topics.
Chapter 5 deals with comparative sensitiviby of optimal control
In the opinion of t,he reviewer, the book has no great future as a
systems. The author first proves the by now well-known and some- textbook, because of its relatively limited scope. It is mandatory €or
what disconcerting fact that an open-loop implementation and a supplementary reading at the graduate level, however. Researchers
closed-loop implementation of a given optimal control system possess will find the book very valuable for reference purposes.
In a final overview of the book, one fact standsout very strikingly
the sameperformancesensitivity
(provided the terminal stat.e is
free). The author t.hen rejects performance sensitivity as a tool for -the lack of a constructive theory of feedback in the case of mult.imeasuring the sensitivit.y of optimal control systems, and proposes variable systems. Such a theory would offer methods for designing
to study their comparative sensitivit,y. It is proved that. in terms of multivariable feedback systems which exhibit prescribed capabilities
comparat.ive sensitivity closed-loop optimal control systems are of reducing sensitivity or distortion. Linear optimal control theory
indeed less sensitive t,han their open-loop equivalents, provided gives a partial solution, and isrightfullystressedin
the present
that their sensitivities are properly compared. This result applies to book. More development is needed, however, (and indeed is undernonlinear systems with continuous controls. A case of special interest. way) before all problems are solved.
is the problem of a linear system with a quadratic criterion, where
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journal paper [4],which appeared in 1963. Is it a coincidence that the Air Force Academy. His current research. intwests include conzputaneither t,he journal paper nor the presentchapterare
referenced tional problems associated with. optimal nonlinear control and estimaanywhere in the book? I t is a fact, that all other parts of the book, tion. Sincc June 1972he has been. with the 1li.Z.T. Lincoln Laboratory,
nith thepossible exception of Chapter 3, are firmly oriented towards Lexington, Mass.
control: while the present. chapter bears the stamp of circuit theory.
As thetitle implies, A. Jazwinskihas set himself the t.ask of
The reviewer finds it. regrettable t,hat the author has not taken acunifying the significant contribut,ions in filtering theory in a single
count of the work in recent years in linear multivariable system
theory. The chapter treats generalizations of Blackman’s classical work, complete and self-contained, yet, as he claims (p. 31, “in a
equat.ion and Bode’s return difference considerations to multi- form accessible to engineers.” I believe that, while the latter claim

